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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: Arnos Grove
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 20 Aug 2010 12.00
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07587615902

The Premises:

House located near the Arnos Grove underground station. About 5 min Walking distance from the
station. Large house in the middle of residential area and area is safe and inside the House and the
room is nice and clean and tidy.

The Lady:

Judy is nice and friendly Hungarian petite lady in her mid thirties and very friendly and nice and
lovely with lovely attitude and personality

The Story:

Recently, I am having nice experiences in reasonable prices in the North London Area, so I have
decided to try something new. Most cases, when you try new girls without any recommendations,
you end up with an average experience or bad experience, but, luckily, Judy turned out to be very
nice fabulous lady with right personality.

When I rang the bell, Judy open the door and other girl called Sonya comes and asked me how
long do I want to stay and who is the girl do I want to see etc, because Judy cannot speak English,
so Sonya has to communicate for her to get the things going and money etc. In the bedroom we
communicated by sign language and it was fun

Judy is nice and friendly petite lady with nice personality and has very high sex drive. We had lots of
fun with lots of various sexual activities, lots of close wraparound hugs and cuddles and lots of eye
contact and lots of French kissing, OWO, CIM, reverse oral, massage, reverse massage, rimming,
reverse rimming, 69 oral, 69 rimming, different positions, Body/ Foot worship, shower together and
lots of sensual foreplay and lots of fun and sexy time etc etc. Judy has very high sex drive and we
had non stop action and I thought I am the hony devil but she was more honier than me. she love
various sexual activities. we had lots of sweats and sticky and at the end, I was completely
exhausted. Judy is sexually very active and sexually demanding lady and the whole experience was
mixture of GFE and PSE

Seems like this house, works as normal Flat type of operation as well as advertise in the web.
When I called, someone send me a text with full address. so, may be it is advisable to phone to
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confirm the appointment. because, who comes first will meet the girl whether you make an
appointment or not

When I come out of the bath room, the other girls were sitting in the dinning table drinking coffee
and say hello with smile and very friendly. Seems to be there are four girls working this house,
Judy, Sonya, Nina and Tina and all of them are around 60-70 pounds per hour range. I will see
other girls in this house in the near future

when I ready to leave the house, Sonya asked did she give you good service ( you call this is a
service, you must be in another world, this lady is something special, not for service) and I said she
was wonderful and show thumps up to Judy. Seems like Sonya is the head girl of the group

Her photos on the web site are of hers. If you need more information, email me

If you like petite ladies with high sex drive then I highly recommend Judy for hot steamy sexy time
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